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1 Overview

Data analysis with Stata is designed to train course participants to be pro-

fessional data analysts. It is designed for participants without or with very

little experience using Stata, but it requires basic knowledge on descriptive

statistics. Course participants will learn how to “talk” to Stata, importing

data to Stata, constructing a workflow in Stata, dealing with missing data,

data manipulation, running basic statistical routines, combining datasets,

programming, creating communicative graphics, running regression models,

and presenting statistical results.

Participants will also lean how to utilize loops and local or global vari-

ables, use advanced commands such as by, collapse, or reshape, and to cre-

ate informative do-files. During the course, the instructor will use Stata

to demonstrate relevant techniques in each topic. Participants and the in-

structor will use real world dataset such as survey data (IFLS) or publicly
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available dataset (World Bank Open Data, Penn Tabes, Eurostat, ECB). To

get a hands-on approach of using Stata, the instructor recommends partici-

pants to bring their laptop, with the programme Stata installed on it.

The main goal of this course is for participants to be able to indepen-

dently create a working dataset from raw data, conduct statistical analyses,

and create informative graphics.

2 Course Materials

Students will need to access the following materials:

1. Lecture Notes. The lecture notes are a combination of slides and

in-class notes. The lecture notes will be uploaded in a shared folder

before each meeting.

2. Stata do-files. Do-files will compile commands and syntaxes dis-

cussed in the class. The do-files will be uploaded in a shared folder

after each meeting.

3. Supplementary textbook:

(a) AF: Statistical Methods for Social Sciences by Alan Press Agresti

and Barbara Finlay, 2009.

3 Course Outline

Meeting Topics

1 Creating a working dataset from raw data

Stata environment, help files, and third-party packages

Using do-files: commenting

Importing data: excel, CSV, public data source

Data structure: wide vs long
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Meeting Topics

Cleaning the dataset: missing values, recode, renaming, and labeling

Utilizing loops

Describing the data: summarize

Using log files

2 Data manipulation

Generating new variables: gen, egen, xtiles

Using the by command

Logical expressions

Using preserve and restore

Keeping or dropping variables

Creating dummy variables

Combining datasets

Using the collapse command

3 Basic statistical routines

Creating a summary statistics

Correlation

Student t-test

Cross tabulation and Chi-squared test

4 Graphics

Scatter plot

Line plot

Histogram

Bar graph

Pie chart

Fitted regression line

Overlaying two graphs: twoway

Combining two graphs: graph combine

5 Regression Analysis

Model specification

Using the reg command
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Meeting Topics

Analytical weights

Estimation of standard errors: robust, cluster, bootstrap

Interaction terms

Analysis of marginal effects: margins and marginsplot

Using esttab to export regression results to .docx or LaTex
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